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Executive Summary 

The Unity College Bear Study (UCBS) began spring 2012 in response to a challenge from President 

Mulkey and the Board of Trustees asking the college community to develop ideas that might attract 

more students to the college, and more specifically to the wildlife programs.  The first hurdle was to 

obtain a Scientific Collection Permit through MDIFW that gave UC permission to capture, immobilize, 

handle, tag, and radiocollar black bears in Wildlife Management District 23 (WMD 23); we received 

approval on July 26, 2012.  On October 18, 2012, The Wildlife Club hosted a meeting for UC students 

interested in finding out more about the bear study; over 71 students came to the meeting!  Eventually 

17 student teams were established and 68 students and several faculty and staff members signed up to 

join at least one of the teams - most everyone enthusiastically volunteered many hours to help launch 

the study.  Essentially, the whole Unity College community including administration, Trustees, faculty, 

staff, and students willingly contributed to the study in numerous ways. 

The first field season began May 20th and ended July 13th 2013.  Twelve student interns and/or 

volunteers expended over 3600 hours acquiring written permissions from 68 landowners to access 

approximately 11,000 acres of land; establishing 102 different bait sites; setting traps at 37 of those 

sites; and setting two culvert traps in townships outside of WMD 23.  Over the course of the 53 day 

trapping period, students trapped for 1,396 trap nights resulting in 11 captures of 8 different bears 

(4F:4M) and 5 raccoons; the three females captured in WMD 23 were equipped with radiocollars.  

UC003 was captured on May 30, 2013, equipped with a VHF collar, and recaptured thirty days later to 

replace that collar with a GPS/Satellite collar. UC007 was captured on June 16, 2013 and was equipped 

with a GPS/Satellite collar. UC007 was struck by a vehicle and killed on July 3rd, less than one month 

after she was collared, but during the 17 days the collar was deployed, 49 locations were obtained.  

UC003 met the same fate on I-95 on August 14th. During the 45 days that her collar was deployed, 94 

locations were documented. Data from both animals shed valuable insight on their habitat use and 

home range size.  Yearling female UC004 was equipped with a leftover Canada lynx radio-collar because 

of her small size; she is currently the only radiocollared female remaining.  In addition to trapping bears, 

hair snares were deployed to collect hair samples including 10 corral snares, 10 scratch pads with a 

barbed wire wrap, and 10 scratch pads with tack strips to determine which design works the best.  Hair 

samples were discovered on nine of the thirty hair sites including 28 samples from non-target species 

and one sample from a bear. 

Based on our limited, preliminary data, bears in the UCBS study area seem to be growing faster than 

their counterparts in MDIFW’s Northern and Downeast parts of the state.  Also, initial radiotelemetry 

data suggest that UCBS females have larger home ranges and move more than those in MDIFW’s study 

areas.  Hopefully, as we continue the study, we will gather enough data to determine if these 

differences are real, and define any bear management implications. 
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Introduction  

The Unity College Bear Study (UCBS) began spring 2012 in response to a challenge from President 

Mulkey and the Board of Trustees asking the college community to develop ideas that might attract 

more students to the college, and more specifically to the wildlife programs.  Initially, discussion focused 

on purchasing five GPS/Satellite collars, one of which would also be equipped with a video camera, and 

placing them on black bears being studied by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 

(MDIFW).  The idea eventually morphed into the concept of developing a Unity College Bear Study that 

would allow students to become involved in all aspects of the study.   

Obtaining MDIFW Permission 

The first hurdle was to work with MDIFW to obtain a Scientific Collection Permit that gave UC 

permission to capture, immobilize, handle, tag, and radiocollar black bears in Wildlife Management 

District 23 (WMD 23).  We worked with MDIFW biologists Randy Cross and Jennifer Vashon to draft a 

proposal, which we eventually submitted to the MDIFW Wildlife Research Section’s Management Team.  

They suggested some changes, but eventually approved the study’s concept (APPENDIX I).  On July 26, 

2012, Dr. Shawn Haskell issued a letter of approval with caveats (APPENDIX II). 

Administrative Support 

The next step was to seek support from UC’s administration both conceptually and financially.  Center 

Director Tim Peabody immediately offered his support and encouragement, followed quickly by support 

from President Stephen Mulkey, Vice President of Academic Affairs William Trumble, and Chief Financial 

officer Deborah Cronin.  In addition to the initial funding, they managed to identify other funds to see 

the pilot study to completion.  They also encouraged us to recruit UC alumnus Lisa Bates as the Assistant 

Project Coordinator because of her years of experience working on MDIFW’s bear study trapping bears 

and crawling into bear dens.  Lisa agreed to partner with us, and she proved to be an outstanding choice 

and tremendous asset to the study.  Thank you all! 

Student Support   

On October 18, 2012, The Wildlife Club hosted a meeting for UC students interested in finding out more 

about the bear study.  Over 71 students came to the meeting, which was held in a lab designed to seat 

roughly 20 students (APPENDIX III).  Eventually 17 student teams were established, and 68 students 

signed up to be a member of at least one of the teams (APPENDIX IV).  Students quickly and 

enthusiastically volunteered many hours to help get the study off the ground, including the UC Student 

Government Association, which voted to donate $4,600 to purchase a culvert trap.  Without student 

support, the project would have gone nowhere.  Thank you! 
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Faculty and Staff Support  

Many UC faculty and staff offered their support and encouragement.  Several offered to serve as 

advisors to student teams, and some invested many hours into the lives of their students (APPENDIX 

IV).  Dan LaForge, Aimee Dorval, Tony Sanborn, Glen Manchester and other members of the 

Maintenance staff helped us find places to house interns, scheduled vehicles, provided space for 

supplies, a freezer, bait, etc., and maintained the classroom that served as the operations center for the 

study during the summer.  Nicole Collins not only enthusiastically supported the study, but played a 

major role in helping us advertise and establish the UCBS student internship program.  Steve Nason and 

Kate Gilbert were gracious enough to let the interns use the TerraHaus during the summer, which 

worked out very well.  Mark Tardiff, Kate Gilbert, and Brenda Bonneville enthusiastically worked with us 

to provide outreach to the media and to establish a Facebook page and web presence for UCBS, and 

John Zavodny and Sarah Trunzo arranged for a radio interview with USBC team members. 

Joe Saltalamachia, Martha Nordstrom, Reeta Benedict, and Debora Noone helped secure outside 

funding for the study; Stacey Hachey and Jennifer Whalen supplied critical administrative assistance; 

Christian Carlson and Bert Audette helped with IT support; Edith Keach helped develop some of the 

early databases, and Sandra Abbott-Stout, Melora Norman, Sandy Olsen, and Lisa Nason made GPS and 

photography equipment available for the summer.  Leigh Juskevice helped design and purchase t-shirts 

for the capture team and provided other equipment; Public Safety helped innumerable times by helping 

UCBS team members gain access to offices, storage rooms, and vehicles during off hours; and Sarah 

Conroy went above the call of duty in response to an unfortunate helicopter accident.  We know we 

may have missed naming many others who helped along the way.  Thank you Unity College family for all 

your patience and enthusiastic support!   

Financial Support 

Funding for the pilot year of the study came from the following sources: 

 Separate line item in Instructional Budget - $17,000 

 Additional from Instructional Equipment budget - $17,000 (or as adjusted by VPAA/CDs)  
 Additional allocation (from changes in other initiatives) - $15,000 
 Unity College 2013 Grant for Scholarship - $3,703 

 Student Government Association (SGA) award - $4,600 (for purchase of a culvert trap) 

 Maine Chapter of the Safari Club International - $1,000 

 Private donations – Used trail cam equipment and $500 cash 

 Alumni donations - $3,000+ 

Thank you so much to President Mulkey and the Board of Trustees for your financial support; and a 

special thank you to the Maine Chapter of Safari Club International, the National Safari Club 

International, Phil Buker, Scott Pelletier, UC Alumni, and the UC SGA for your generous gifts! 
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MDIFW Support 

Commissioner Chandler Woodcock, Deputy Commissioner Andrea Erskine, Wildlife Director James 

Connolly, and Research and Assessment Section Supervisor Shawn Haskell approved the UCBS project.  

Biologists Randy Cross, Jennifer Vashon, Wally Jakubas, Kendall Marden, and Keel Kemper, and Wardens 

Aaron Cross, Jonathan Parker, and other MDIFW staff provided technical assistance, aged bear teeth, 

loaned equipment, worked with field staff, and encouraged us in many other ways.  We owe a debt of 

gratitude to you for all your support – the study would not have come to fruition or been successful 

without it! 

2012 – 2013 School Year Highlights 

All student teams were up and running by the end of the fall semester, so what they accomplished was 

critical to launching a successful trapping season.  

The Grants Team, led by Mariana Rivera-Rodriguez and advisors Martha Nordstrom and George Matula, 

submitted grant applications to the Maine Outdoor Heritage Fund, The Safari Club International 

Foundation, the Maine Chapter of the Safari Club International, and the Quimby Foundation.  Funding 

was eventually received from the Maine Chapter of the Safari Club International and matched by funds 

from the National Safari Club International. 

The Planning Team, led by Meghan Carter, developed a repository for UCBS documents, collected and 

maintained minutes of the various team meetings, and helped coordinate documentation of volunteer 

hours. 

Tiffany DeMell and advisor Tom Mullin led the Outreach Team as they developed outreach posters 

encouraging residents of WMD 23 to report bear sightings to UCBS and posted them at local businesses, 

initiated a Facebook page, and team member Kristen Volpi designed a UCBS logo. 

The Database Team led by Jennifer Moran, Taylor Follette, and advisor Brent Bibles developed the initial 

Access database that was vital for the summer field season. 

Robert Eckelbecker and advisors Kathleen Dunckel and Brent Bibles guided the GIS Team as they 

developed a predictive model of bear habitat in WMD 23 that garnered awards at the UC Spring Student 

Conference and a Maine State GIS Championships 3rd place finish!  Congratulations! 

The Bio-data Team, steered by Eve Dietrich, developed the biological data collection protocols and field 

data forms for biological data collections that were crucial for handling captured bears.  

The Landowner Relations Team, led by Destiney Priest, diligently worked with landowners to procure 

written permission to use their lands for trapping bears and/or implementing hair snares – without their 

efforts, the summer field work would have had a much slower and less successful start. 
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The Hair ID Team, led by Laura Carhart and advisor Peggy Hogan, developed protocols and hair 

reference slides for identifying hair collected from hair snares – an important step in separating bear 

hair and hair from non-target animals.  

Leader Rebecca Zerlin, advisor Peggy Hogan, and the DNA Team, volunteered many hours developing 

protocols for DNA sample collection and analyses, developing laboratory skills, and acquiring necessary 

equipment and materials. 

The Scat Analyses Team, led by Alyssa Beers and guided by advisors Cheryl Fredrick and Erika Latty, 

developed scat collection protocols and data sheets that were necessary for the summer field season. 

The Hair Snare Team, led by Elizabeth Dowler and advisor Brent Bibles, developed hair snare 

deployment and hair collection protocols, and also set up some hair snares prior to the summer field 

season. 

Justin Sutherland led the Culvert Trap Team as they researched various trap designs, investigated 

opportunities to have one fabricated in Maine, and successfully worked with the UC Student 

Government Association to purchase a state-of-the-art culvert trap from Pennsylvania.  

The Pre-baiting Team, headed by Jena (Rose) Zoller, identified sources of bear bait, and acquired and 

stockpiled bait (including bakery goods, beaver carcasses, skunk scent, etc.) in preparation for the 

summer trapping effort; they also began to deploy pre-baits before the trapping season. 

Alexandra Pesano and the Video and Trail-cam Team developed protocols for trail-cam deployment and 

data collection; they also gathered needed tools and equipment for the field season. 

The Radiotelemetry Team, led by Jonah Gula, programmed and tested the GPS/Satellite collars, and 

modified some used Canada lynx VHF collars (donated by MDIFW), so they could be fitted on small 

bears; the team also equipped all radiocollars with leather breakaway tabs, which rot with time and 

allow the radiocollar to drop off in instances when the signal is lost and the bear cannot be retrieved. 

The Capture Team, led by Jonah Gula, and the Capture Support Team, collected and purchased handling 

gear, built and boiled Aldrich foot snares, and developed a hardcopy filing system prior to the trapping 

season.  
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2013 Field Season Highlights 

The 2013 UCBS summer volunteers and interns included Joseph Badger, Elizabeth (Liz) Dowler, Jonah 

Gula, Kari Lemelin, Niambi Mercado, Jen Michaud, Alex Nicolato, Allie Pesano, Mariana Rivera-

Rodriguez, Justin Sutherland, Blake Wilder, and Jena (Rose) Zoller. Trapping efforts began on May 20, 

2013 and ended July 13, 2013. These volunteers put in over 3600 hours of effort during the trapping 

period alone.  Interns were supervised by Project Coordinator Dr. George Matula and Assistant Project 

Coordinator Lisa Bates.  

Students (during the school year and summer) acquired written permissions from 68 landowners that 

allowed access to approximately 11,000 acres of land for trapping and/or deploying hair snares.  The 

summer crew established 102 different bait sites, and set traps at 37 of these sites, in 9 different 

townships in WMD 23 (Burnham 15, Unity 8, Unity Plantation 3, Albion 2, Troy 2, Monroe 2, Pittsfield 1, 

Newburgh 1, and Detroit 1).  They also established two culvert trap sites in townships outside of WMD 

23 (Wales and Newport).  Over the course of the 53 day trapping period, students trapped for 1,396 trap 

nights; traps were tripped 73 times resulting in 11 captures of 8 different bears (4F:4M) (126.9 trap 

nights/capture) and 5 raccoons.  

Three females were captured in District 23 and equipped with two types of radio-collars that allow for 

different methods of data collection.  The GPS/Satellite collars log locational data that are accessed 

through a website, whereas bears wearing a Very High Frequency (VHF) collar must be located manually 

with ground or aerial telemetry. UC003 was captured on May 30, 2013 and equipped with a VHF collar. 

She was captured again thirty days later and her collar was replaced with a GPS/Satellite collar. UC007 

was captured on June 16, 2013 and was equipped with a GPS/Satellite collar. UC007 was struck by a 

vehicle and killed on July 3rd, less than one month after it was collared, and UC003 met the same fate on 

I-95 on August 14th. Fortunately, both collars were programmed with relatively aggressive schedules 

that gathered locations every 4.5 hours, so substantial data were collected from these bears. 

During the 45 days that UC3’s collar was deployed, 94 locations were documented. UC7’s collar was 

deployed for 17 days and collected 49 locations. Data from both animals shed valuable light on their 

habitat use and home range data. In particular, UC7’s locations were more widespread, while UC3’s 

show that she returned to points of interest and potentially crossed the interstate in the same area 

multiple times.  These data can help identify key travel areas and habitat types used by these bears 

during the summer months.  Students on the Telemetry Team will have the opportunity to go out and 

assess these areas of interest.  

Three males were also captured in foot snares and chemically immobilized to mark and collect biological 

data.  One yearling male was killed and eaten by a larger male while in the trap.  UC004, believed to be 

the sister of this young male, had been caught a few days prior and equipped with a VHF radio-collar.  

She is currently the only collared female remaining; she is being tracked by students multiple times per 

week.  

Earlier in the season, UCBS was asked by MDIFW wardens to capture two different nuisance bears for 

marking and relocation – both bears were creating problems in residential areas. MDIFW’s policy in 
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dealing with nuisance bears is to remove all attractants (e.g. garbage, bird seed, dog food, etc.) during 

months bears are likely to visit residential areas looking for food (April and May). MDIFW does not 

support the relocation of bears as it only moves the problem to a different location and does not modify 

the bear’s behavior or eliminate the problem. In these two instances, UCBS was responsible for 

capturing, tagging, and then releasing the bears while using aversive conditioning practices to 

discourage future nuisance behavior. This gave students a great opportunity to implement many 

techniques they have learned in their Wildlife Techniques class about capture, marking, and release 

methods. Aversive condition is a method in wildlife management that is intended to teach a bear that 

the behavior of coming into close contact with people to obtain food is a negative experience, and 

potentially reduce or eliminate the behavior in that particular animal. UCBS students worked closely 

with MDIFW biologists and game wardens to effectively put these techniques into practice.  

As part of her internship requirements, Elizabeth Dowler, with the help of other interns and volunteers, 

deployed three hair snares designs including 10 corral snares, 10 scratch pads with a barbed wire wrap, 

and 10 scratch pads with tack strips to determine which design works the best.  Snares were monitored 

once a week for eight weeks.  Snagged hairs were removed, packaged, and labeled for future 

examination, and any remaining hair was burned off with a lighter.  Hair samples were discovered on 

nine of the thirty hair sites including 28 samples from non-target species and one bear hair sample.  

Corral snares accounted for 22 of the hair samples (including the bear hair sample), wraps 5 samples, 

and tack strips 2 samples, suggesting that corral snares should be deployed in the future. 

One negative event occurred on July 3, 2013 while Lisa Bates was aerial radiotracking UC004 from a 

helicopter.  The helicopter crashed and Lisa sustained serious injuries, but was able to assist severely 

injured pilot Ed Friedman, and walk out of the woods to summons help.  The UC family is so thankful 

that the crash did not result in more serious consequences.  Unity College wants to thank Ed Friedman 

who graciously volunteered his time, helicopter, and money to help the study, and we wish him a 

complete and timely recovery.  Thank you Ed! 

Preliminary Findings 

A premolar tooth was extracted from each adult bear we captured. Teeth were sent to MDIFW’s lab for 

further analysis to determine the age of each individual. By looking at ages and associated weights of 

those individuals, we can make inferences on growth rates and habitat quality. Based on our limited, 

preliminary data, bears in the UCBS study area seem to be growing faster than their counterparts in 

MDIFW’s Northern and Downeast parts of the state. In 2012, the average yearling size for bears that live 

north of the Unity study area was 26.2lbs in the den. The 2 yearlings captured in the Unity area weighed 

an average of 58.2lbs this spring. UC003, a 2-year-old born in 2011, weighed 115 pounds at the time of 

capture in late June. Typically in Maine, females of similar ages would weigh between 40 and 80 lbs. The 

average weight of two-year-old females captured by MDIFW in their Downeast study area this spring 

was 60.3lbs (only 2 lbs. more than yearlings UC004 and UC006). Although the sample size of each age 

cohort is small, the consistency of larger size among all UCBS bears is noteworthy and suggests that 

bears in the Unity area may not be as affected by a poor food year (2012) as bears in other parts of the 

state.  
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Currently, a student is looking at comparing home range data for these two females with female bears 

of the same age and reproductive status in other areas of the state where MDIFW is conducting similar 

black bear studies. Initial observations suggests that the UCBS females have larger home ranges and 

move more than those in MDIFW’s study areas, possibly because UCBS females live in an area of lower 

black bear densities and therefore may not have as much competition with other bears for food and 

other resources. 
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Current Efforts 

UCBS is continuing to organize data and biological samples collected this summer. Students will be 

solicited during the 2013-14 school year for their involvement in various teams that will contribute to 

the widespread effort in making this project a continual success.  Student teams will be identifying hairs 

collected in snares, and conducting DNA analyses on blood and hair samples collected from captured 

bears or hair snares.  They will be processing and examining scats collected during the summer to 

determine food habits.  Teams will continue obtaining landowner permission, developing outreach 

materials, refining biological data collection techniques, writing grant applications, developing 

educational materials to be used in local schools, developing databases and GIS tools, improving trail 

cam protocols, radiotracking UC004, analyzing radiotelemetry data, and publishing some of our early 

results.  We are also eagerly looking forward to our second field season, which we hope will be at least 

as successful as our 2013 season. 

 

Respectfully submitted by George J. Matula, Jr. and Lisa Bates 

January 9, 2014 
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APPENDIX I 

Unity College Bear Study 
Initial Proposal 

July 16, 2012 

 

Management goals and objectives for Maine’s black bear population were developed by a public 

working group in 2000 and approved by the Commissioner and Advisory Council of the Maine 

Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) on February 22, 2001.  The goal and 

objectives for Wildlife Management Districts 1-23 and 25-28 are: 

GOAL  
Provide hunting, trapping and viewing opportunity for bears.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
Objective 1: Stabilize the bear population by 2005 at no less than current (1999) levels, 
through annual hunting and trapping harvests.  
Objective 2: Create information and education programs by 2002 that target specific 
audiences and promote traditional hunting and trapping methods as valid and preferred 
tools to manage black bear populations in Maine.  
Objective 3: Create information and education programs by 2002 that target specific 

audiences and promote public tolerance of bears in Maine. 

To ensure meeting these goals and objectives, MDIFW biologists developed a Black Bear 

Management System and Database; it clarifies which data are to be collected, how data are to be 

analyzed and interpreted, and which management actions are to be implemented under various 

scenarios.  

MDIFW’s approach to managing the bear population to meet Objective 1 is to maintain three bear 

study areas: Spectacle Pond, Bradford, and Downeast study areas.  Bears are periodically trapped in 

each study area.  Captured bears are ear-tagged, tattooed, and females are fitted with radio-collars.  

Radio-collared females are tracked to their dens each winter, where biologists determine the 

number of cubs or yearlings that are present.  Cubs are tagged and female yearlings are equipped 

with radiocollars.  Biological data are collected from all bears that are handled. 

According to the Black Bear Management System and Database, ”Estimates of densities, 

recruitment rates, and mortality rates of bears living on MDIFW study areas are developed from 

tagging and telemetry data, and are used as input for a crude life equation model. The density 

estimates and model are used to evaluate changes in bear numbers in each of the 8 Wildlife 

Management Units (WNU) through extrapolation of bear density estimates from MDIFW study 

areas.”  Note: MDIFW now manages by Wildlife Management Districts (WMDs). 
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Bear density estimates for WMD 23, which includes Unity, are extrapolated from one or more of 

the bear density estimates calculated for WMD 5 (Spectacle Pond), WMDs 17 and 18 (Bradford), 

and WMD 19 (Downeast).  This may be problematic, since WMD 23 appears to be an area where 

bears are in the early stages of colonization, and metrics such as population density, home range 

size, recruitment rates, mortality rates, growth rates, etc. may differ significantly from MDIFW’s 

study areas. 

Also, nuisance bear complaints are increasing in WMD 23 as bears expand into the area (Kendall 

Marden pers. Comm.).  Consequently, there is a growing need to address Objective 3 of the 

management goals and objectives in WMD 23 to alert residents that bear numbers are increasing, 

but there are ways to avoid or resolve conflicts with their new neighbors. 

Our Proposal 

Unity College is proposing to initiate a small-scale, pilot black bear study in WMD 23.  It will be designed 

primarily as an educational tool to provide UC students majoring in the wildlife sciences some practical, 

real-life exposure to big game management.  Students will be integrated into all aspects of the study 

from early planning efforts, to implementation, data analyses, etc.  However, the study will also be 

designed to begin addressing two objectives in WMD 23: 

Objective 1: Trap and tag black bears in WMD 23, and fit approximately five adult females 

with GPS/Satellite collars to collect data comparable to data collected in MDIFW’s study 

areas.  These data will help us understand if mortality, recruitment, home range size, 

population density estimates, individual growth rates, and habitat use are comparable to 

MDIFW’s other study areas.  This objective will help address Objective 1 of MDIFW’s 

management goals and objectives for black bears and provide input to the Black Bear 

Management System and Database. 

Objective 2: Develop and implement an outreach program to educate WMD 23 residents 

about the increasing bear population, the potential for conflicts and property damage, and 

how they can avoid or minimize conflicts and property damage.  This objective will help 

address Objective 3 of MDIFW’s management goals and objectives for black bears. 

Objective 3: Design, test, and/or implement other bear survey methods in WMD 23 to gain 

additional insight re bear densities in the area.  These surveys will include at least hair snare, 

and trail-cam methodologies.  This objective will help address Objective 1 of MDIFW’s 

management goals and objectives for black bears and provide input to the Black Bear 

Management System and Database. 
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Timeline 

Planning and preparation will take place during fall 2012 and spring 2013.  Trapping will be initiated 

in May 2013.  We will work closely with MDIFW to ensure standardization of trapping and handling 

protocols, compatibility of data, necessary permits are obtained, etc.  
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APPENDIX II 
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APPENDIX III 

 

First Unity College Bear Study Meeting Attendees 

Name Major 

Justin Sutherland Con-Law 

Rebecca Zerlin Wildlife and Eco 

Christine Barnes Con-Law 

Cassandra Thayer Captive Care 

Jennifer Moran Wildlife Bio 

Jen Amidon Captive Care 

Eve Dietrich Wildlife Bio 

Destiney Priest Wildlife Bio 

Alyssa Beers Wildlife Bio 

Mariana Rivera-Rodriguez  Wildlife Bio 

Camille Alexander Wildlife Bio 

Alexandra Pesano Wildlife Bio 

Elizabeth Orcutt Wildlife Bio 

Melinda Gray Wildlife Bio 

Taylor Follette Wildlife Bio 

Michele Wagner Wildlife Bio 

Joseph Badger Con-Law 

Tyler Nadeau Con-Law 

Ashley Hewitt Captive Care 

Jenny Ziehler Captive Care 

Shelby Elonis Captive Care 

Jazmyn Atteberry Wildlife Bio 

Paige Pimental Captive Care 

Autumn O'Connor Wildlife and Fisheries Mgt 

Cassandra Hammond Wildlife Bio 

Brittany Leick Wildlife Bio 

Benjamin Hansknecht Wildlife and Fisheries Mgt 

Jeff Merrill Con-Law 

Kyle Costigan Con-Law 

Ethan LaPlante Con-Law 

Brittney Kunst Captive Care 

Zach Bissinger Wildlife Bio 

Liz Bowler Wildlife and Eco 

Zeidy Candelario Wildlife Conservation 

Amanda Granfield Wildlife Bio 

Evan Donoso Wildlife Bio 

Carrie Johnston Captive Care 
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Ivonne Ramero Wildlife 

Hannah Morrison Captive Care 

Bridget Burns Captive Care 

Meghan Carter Captive Care 

Kaitlyn Nafziger Wildlife Bio 

Tiffany DeMell Wildlife Bio 

Shannon Johnson Con-Law 

Sam Pendred Captive Care 

Jonah Gula Wildlife Bio 

Alicia Wolf Captive Care 

Makayla Syas Wildlife Bio 

Patricia Skibko Wildlife Conservation 

Rachel Grundl Marine Bio 

Courtney Dotteweich Wildlife Mgt 

Kiki Bell Wildlife Conservation 

Holly Kocincki Wildlife Conservation 

Annastasia Parks Captive Care 

Danielle Berry Captive Care 

Amanda Parmigiani Captive Care 

Teneele Rowe Captive Care 

Nicole Harmon Wildlife Bio 

Ryan Park Wildlife Bio 

Julie Creed Captive Care 

Marsha Barnes Wildlife Bio 

Sarah Szirbik Wildlife Mgt 

Hans Axelsson Wildlife Conservation 

Jacob Hastings Con-Law 

Deborah Anderson Wildlife Bio 

Alex Bach Captive Care 

Julie Fox Captive Care 

Christina Acerra Con-Law 

Shara Petifer  Con-Law 

Alexis White Wildlife Bio 

Whitney Holt Wildlife Bio 
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APPENDIX IV 

UC Bear Study Student Teams 
4-5-2013 

 

Planning Team – George Matula / Lisa Bates 

1. Meghan Carter – Leader 

2. Benjamin Hansknecht 

3. Holly Kocincki 

4. Alyssa Beers 

5. Destiney Priest 

Database Team – Brent Bibles 

1. Jennifer Moran and Taylor Follette – Co-Leaders 

2. Kari Lemelin  

3. Robert Eckelbecker 

4. Eve Dietrich 

5. Alexis White 

6. Ryan Park 

7. Evan Donoso 

8. Stephany Dumond 

9. Libby Orcutt 

10. Michael Robinson 

11. Zachary Mann 

GIS Team – Kathleen Dunckel / Brent Bibles 

1. Robert Eckelbecker – Leader 

2. Mariana Rivera-Rodriquez 

3. Alexis White 

4. Jennifer Moran 

5. Taylor Follette 

6. Niambi Mercado 

Outreach Team – Tom Mullin 

1. Tiffany DeMell – Leader 

2. Benjamin Hansknecht 

3. Meghan Carter 

4. Colleen Marron 

5. Mariana Rivera-Rodriguez 

6. Rebecca Zerlin 

7. Meredith Peterson 

8. Kaitlyn Nafziger 

9. Alyssa Marini 
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Landowner Relations Team – Lisa Bates / George Matula 

1. Destiney Priest – Leader 

2. Amanda Granfield 

3. Brittney Kunst 

4. Eve Dietrich 

5. Holly Kocincki 

6. Jennifer Lawton 

Pre-baiting Team – Lisa Bates / George Matula 

1. Jena Zoller – Leader 

2. Autumn O’Connor 

3. Ethan LaPlante 

4. Christina Acerra 

5. Michele Wagner 

6. Alicia Wolf 

7. Joseph Badger 

8. Shara Petifer 

9. Meaghan Taylor 

10. Ryan Park 

Capture Team – Lisa Bates / George Matula 

1. Jonah Gula – Leader 

2. Alexandra Pesano 

3. Justin Sutherland 

4. Blake Wilder 

5. Kari Lemelin 

6. Liz Dowler 

7. Jennifer Michaud 

Capture Support Team – George Matula/Lisa Bates 

1. Niambi Mercado 

2. Alexander Nicolato 

3. Joseph Badger 

Bio-data Team – George Matula 

1. Eve Dietrich – Leader 

2. Ivonne Romero 

3. Destiney Priest 

4. Alyssa Beers 

5. Deborah Anderson 
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Hair ID Team – Peggy Hogan  

1. Laura Carhart - Leader 

2. Sarah Szirbik 

3. Courtney Dotterweich 

4. Deborah Anderson 

5. Alyssa Beers 

DNA Team – Peggy Hogan/Brent Bibles 

1. Rebecca Zerlin - Leader 

2. Patricia Skibko 

3. Brittany Leick 

4. Elizabeth Orcutt 

5. Shelby Elonis 

6. Sarah Szirbik 

7. Kelly Swart 

8. Taylor Follette 

9. Alyssa Beers 

Culvert Trap Team – George Matula 

1. Justin Sutherland – Leader 

2. Andrew Thatcher 

3. Jacob Hastings 

4. Amanda Granfield 

5. Hans Axelsson 

6. Carolyn Nietupski 

Hair Snare Team - Brent Bibles 

1. Liz Dowler – Leader 

2. Brittney Kunst 

3. Makayla Syas 

4. Ethan LaPlante 

5. Alexandra Pesano 

6. McKinley Bell 

7. Joe Badger 

8. Amanda Granfield 

9. Sarah Szirbik 

10. Shara Petifer 

11. Evan Donoso 

12. Hans Axelsson 

13. Ashley Hewitt 

14. Carrie Johnston 

15. Zeidy Candelario 

16. Jacob Hastings 
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17. Jazmyn Atteberrry 

18. Mariana Rivera-Rodriguez 

19. Laura Carhart 

20. Meaghan Taylor 

21. Blake Wilder 

22. Ryan Park 

Grants Team – George Matula 

1. Mariana Rivera-Rodriguez - Leader 

2. Tiffany DeMell 

3. Holly Kocincki 

4. Anastasia Parks 

Video and Trail Cam Team – Cheryl Frederick 

1. Alexandra Pesano - Leader 

2. Tiffany DeMell 

3. Kiki Bell 

4. Ryan Park 

5. Hannah Morrison 

6. Sam Pendred 

7. Jennifer Lawton 

8. Carolyn Nietupski 

Scat Analyses Team – Cheryl Fredrick/Erika Latty 

1. Alyssa Beers - Leader 

2. Kiki Bell 

3. Zeidy Candelario 

4. Eve Dietrich 

5. Deborah Anderson 

6. Kelly Swart 

Radiotelemetry Team – George Matula and Lisa Bates 

1. Jonah Gula - Leader 

2. Kaitlyn Nafziger 

3. Shara Petifer 

4. Patricia Skibko 

5. Ethan LaPlante 

6. Amanda Granfield 

7. Tiffany DeMell 

8. Ivonne Romero 

 


